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5 Main Points

Second Generation Latino Americans today

Integration

Language

Religion

Sexuality

Pop Culture



Then Compared to Now





Integration
*What does this mean?*

How Latino Americans feel in 
America. 

First Generation more 
inclined to say Hispanic

Second Generation are more 
to say typical American 

Second Generation do not push 
their culture among others

More second generation who 
have grown up “too American” 
try to connect more with Latino 
Culture



Language
93% Second Generation speak English 

compared to 38% First Generation.

This means Holding a conversation and being 
able to understand text to read

HOWEVER!

For Second Generation and Later, Spanish 
proficiency and use is lower, while English use is 
higher.

Studies have shown that Spanish use has 
diminished over time 

First generation is 84%, compared to Later 
Generations which is fewer than 41%



Religion
According to this graph, overall Latino American 

feel connected to Catholic religion

This graph is divided by generations, showing a 
decline interest in religion is later generations

69% First Generation into Catholicism, while 
Second Generation is 40%-59%

As a whole, (61%) Latinos say that religion is very 
important in their lives. About a quarter (24%) say 
that religion is somewhat important, and only 13% 
say religion is not too important or not at all 
important in their lives. Among the general public, 
58% say religion is very important in their lives 



Sexuality

Very contradicting results found

Those who where religious (Mainly Catholic), discourage homosexuality

Those who were not, 4%, of Latino Americans self identify as LGBT, more than 3.4% of 
Americans who identify themselves in total population

First Generation: get married early and have many children

Second and Later: Have found going to school to finish an education has come first



Pop Culture
Before dressed up, tight 

clothes, big hair, boots

Now it loose clothing, more 
comfortable, “American way”

Music taste has also changed

While still listening to 
traditional music, more 
Second generation tend to 
listen to rock and 
alternative music



-Show clip from video-
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